SKEET TEAM MIXED EVENT FORMAT
NEW PROPOSAL
MAY 2019
GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Discipline:
2. Type of event:
3. Number of participants in
each team:
4. Number of stages:

5. BIB numbers in Qualification:

6. Number of targets in
Qualification:

7. Squads in Qualification:
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Skeet
Team Mixed
2 athletes from each nation (1 man
& 1 woman).
2 stages
- Qualification
- Final (Medal Matches Gold/Silver &
Bronze)
Athletes will retain the same BIB
numbers, as those of the individual
competition.
75 targets each athlete
(3 rounds of 25 targets each)
ISSF normal Qualification
format.
Team squadding will be done by a
random draw. The two members of
each team must be squadded to fire
next to each other on the same squad,
with the man firing first and the
woman second. Teams from the same
nation shall not be in the same squad.

8. Ranking after the Qualification
and procedure to qualify in the
Final:

After the end of Qualification, the
ranking of the teams will be decided by
the combined results of the 2 members
of each team (1 man & 1 woman)
75X2=150, as per ISSF rule 9.14.5.2.
& 9.15.3 (Team Ties).
The top four (4) teams will qualify to
compete in the Final (Medal Matches).
Teams in places 1 and 2 will qualify for
the Gold/Silver Medal Match, teams in
places 3 and 4 will qualify for the
Bronze Medal Match. The remainder of
the teams (5th place and below) will be
ranked according to their results as
per ISSF rule 9.14.5.2. & 9.15.3 (Team
Ties).
If two or more teams are tied for any
position from 1st to 4th place, their
places must be decided by a shoot-off
as per section 11 below.
In case of more than one shoot-off,
lower position shoot-offs must be shot
first, followed by higher position shoot
offs.

.
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9. Allocation of new BIB numbers
after Qualification and any eventual
shoot-offs:

After Qualification and any eventual
shoot-offs, the 4 teams which will
qualify for the Final (Medal Matches
Gold/Silver & Bronze) will be
allocated new BIB numbers on the
basis of their ranking. The athletes
of the team in place 1 will both
receive BIB numbers 1 and 1. The
athletes of the team in place 2 will
both receive BIB numbers 2 and 2, 3
and 3, 4 and 4. The BIB numbers
must also bear the abbreviation of
the nation of each team.
Example:
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USA 1
1

USA 1
1

ITA 1
2

ITA 1
2

ITA 2
3

ITA 2
3

KOR
4

KOR
4

10. The Final:

The Bronze Medal Match will be shot
first, followed by the Gold/Silver
Medal Match, on the Finals range.
In the Medal Matches the athletes
will start to shoot in BIB number
order. Each team coach must
designate which team member
(male or female) will shoot first.
Number of Targets in each stage
All team members will
shoot, in
sequence, at 20 targets, with one
regular double and one reverse
double on station 3, one regular
double on station 4, one regular
double and one reverse double on
station 5, one regular double and
one reverse double on station 3, one
reverse double on station 4 and one
regular double and one reverse
double on station 5.
Note: Preparation time limit = 30
seconds.
After each Medal Match is completed
the ranking of the two teams will be
decided by the combined results of
the athletes of each team (2X20 =
40 targets each team)
In case of a tie, this will be broken
by shoot-off (see section 11).
The Final must be controlled by a
timing device Rule 9.15.1.1 f)

11.Shoot – Off procedures:

The starting positions in the shootoff, after Qualification will be
decided by the interim Qualification
ranking of each team (highest
ranking team to shoot first). In case
of a tie with perfect scores or a tie
with the same scores that cannot be
broken by the count back rule, the
shooting order in the shoot-off shall
be determined by drawing lots.
The starting positions in the shootoffs after the Final will be decided by
the BIB numbers (lowest BIB number
to shoot first).
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Both members of each tied team
must participate in the shoot-offs.
Each team coach must designate
which team member (male or
female) will shoot first.
Shoot-off after Qualification
Before the shoot-off starts, and after
the conduct of test fire, the first
athlete must stand immediately
behind Station 4 and be permitted to
see one (1) regular double.
The athletes designated to shoot first
from each team must line up behind
station 4 and shoot at a regular
double. If the tie is not broken, the
same procedure will continue with the
second member of each team
shooting at a reverse double. This
procedure will continue with the team
members shooting in alternate order
until the tie is broken.
Shoot-off after Final (Medal Matches)
No test fire will be allowed and no
targets will be observed by the
athletes before shooting.
The
athletes
from
each
team
designated to shoot first must line up
behind station 3 in BIB number order
and shoot at a regular double. If the
tie is not broken, the same procedure
will continue with the second member
of each team shooting at a reverse
double.
If the tie is not broken, the
procedure will continue with the
members shooting in alternate
on successive stations (4,5,3,
until the tie is broken.

same
team
order
etc.)

Note: Preparation time limit = 15
seconds.
The Shoot offs must be controlled by
a timing device (Rule 9.15.1.1 f)).
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12. Type of Clay Targets:

Normal for Qualification and flash
targets for the Final.
The Final (Medal Matches) must be
conducted on the Finals Range.

30th May 2019
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